Internal conflict can often be seen in relationships where one person loves their partner, but they don’t feel emotionally available. In the religious world, internal conflict often occurs when one is faced with a doctrine or teaching they are uncomfortable propagating. Why Does Internal Conflict Occur? Your worst battle is between what you know and what you feel. So why does internal conflict occur? It occurs because we lack equanimity and balance between the heart and head. Sparks adds poignant internal conflict to this content.
external source. His aging protagonists battle with medical conditions that place obstacles in their relationship. Even once the characters overcome primary external conflicts, internal conflict (in this instance, self vs mind and body) remains. [For more of our top posts on character goals and motivations, see our character writing hub.] 2: Plan how external and internal conflicts affect each other. Dividing conflict into ‘internal’ vs ‘external’ can be misleading, since the two are linked. For example, in a romance, a character who fears abandon Bolivia Colombia Venezuela Guatemala Honduras El Salvador Nicaragua Haiti Mexico. Featured. What Makes Peace? More people are being killed as a result of fighting in Afghanistan than in any other current conflict in the world. Yet there may be a window this coming year to set in motion a peace process aimed at ending the decades-long war. Levels of bloodshed have soared over the past two years.